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Introduction

Abstract

After a general introduction to Quantum Mechanics (QM) and to some
of the problems surrounding it, I discuss results concerning the
non-existence of hidden-variables theories, (Kochen-Specker theorem,
Bell-type inequalities). Subsequently, I introduce a notion of “isolated
(but open) physical system” suitable for the purposes of QM. Remarks
on the preparation of states in QM follow. I then turn to proposing a
theory of events and of direct/projective/von Neumann measurements.
My approach is based a novel principle of “Loss of (Access to)
Information”. It gives rise to a novel picture of the time evolution of
states in QM, called “ETH approach” - for “Events, Trees and Histories.”
A new type of quantum branching process is proposed and discussed. I
conclude with an outline of the theory of indirect/Kraus measurements
and with the discussion of examples illustrating the general theory.



1. Introduction to QM

I
ABC in QM – what are the problems surrounding QM?

I
Fundamentally, physical theories are never fully predictive

I
Fundamental constants of nature – new theories as

deformations of precursor theories

I
The example of Matrix Mechanics

I
Atomistic theories of matter as deformations of cont. theories

I
What is a physical system – “realistic” ths. vs. quantum ths.

I
Non-9 of hidden variables in QM – Kochen-Specker & Bell

I
Quantum marginal problem (% Klyachko, Christandl&Walter)

I
No-signaling lemma (FFS) ) stochastic time evolution of

states of systems featuring events

I
Dictionary between classical theory and quantum theory

Part of this material is deferred to exercise sessions.


















